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Short history of breathing measurement



A book got me started…



The queer history of the spirometer

1846 Presented by John Hutchinson to measure vital capacities

Used spirometers to make “collateral observations” -categorizing people and gaining 
prominence in medical statistics. 





The queer history of the spirometer

1847-1861 Transnational exchange of knowledge of the spirometer 
particularly for the diagnosis of vital capacity for respiratory diseases



The queer history of the spirometer

1869 Benjamin Apthorp Gould’s (a Boston astronomer commissioned as an 
anthropometrist) average lung capacities.

“Let facts speak for 
themselves…”

He reported based on a sample of 21,752 soldiers that black lung 
capacity is 6-12% lower than white lung capacity.
Mixed (mulatoes) lung capacity with 0.023% lower than “full blacks” 
discouraging race amalgamation.



The queer history of the spirometer
1811-1865  McCune Smith informed by climatological theories 
located backwardness in both extremely hot and extremely cold 
climates emphasizing the essential unity of mankind.

Smith argued that blacks gained physical visor when transported 
from tropical to temperate climates



The queer history of the spirometer
1881 John Dryden assumes presidency of Prudential and stops issuing 
industrial insurance policies to blacks without regard to individual risk. 
Attitudes towards negroes became “scientific” as they were mixed in with 
accumulated statistical materials



The queer history of the spirometer

1879  What about women? A British medical text asserted that 
the vital capacity of women is much less than women.

Hutchinson only did a small 
experiment where he estimated 
vital capacity of women from 6 
female, and 14 male cadavers 

using general conformation and 
applying the “rule” for living males. 

He claimed that females were 
more limited than males because 

their “costal breathing is a 
provision against those periods 

where when the abdomen 
contained the gravid uterus”, not 
because of the peculiar costume.



The queer history of the spirometer

1880s  Sir Francis Galton setup anthropometry labs to measure physical 
characteristics. He developed a method to construct a notion of 
“Englishness” and  marker of civilised and savage societies in the British 
empire.



Teknisk museum exhibit curated by Ageliki 
Lefkaditou

Jon Mjøen - racial hygienist



Self-fulfilling Prophecy 





Towards wearables for breathing





FLOW measures the expansion and contraction of inspiratory muscles



Simple experiment



Follow the breathing pattern…



Matching with the guru



Correlations of breathing patterns



Breathing control 

Schein MH, Gavish B, Herz M, Rosner-Kahana D, Naveh P, Knishkowy B, Zlotnikov E, Ben-
Zvi N, Melmed RN. Treating hypertension with a device that slows and 

regularises breathing: a randomised, double-blind controlled study. J 
Hum Hypertens. 2001;15:271-278.

Significantly lower blood pressure over 24h  (15 min daily treatment, 8 weeks) 



New avenues breathing measurement from a wearable



Relevance of breathing in different 
domains…

• Breathing in a diseased state (sleep apnea for e.g.)


• Breathing in cyclical sports


• Breathing while performing (music, public speaking,..)


• Breathing in extreme conditions (low temperatures, 
underwater, in space)



Breathing while sleeping



Me caught sleeping with my mouth slightly open on  the No. 12 trikk



There may be many reasons…stress, anxiety, allergies, 
dry mouth, high palate, … and a medical condition called

“Sleep Apnea”



Obstructive sleep apnea - “when the throat muscles relax and 
block the airway”  (most common, 60% of sleep apnea cases) 

Central sleep apnea - “when the brain does not send proper 
signals to the muscles that control breathing”  

Complex sleep apnea syndrome - “when there is a 
combination of both obstructive sleep apnea and central sleep 
apnea.”

Types of sleep apnea



Obstructed airways -  person may experience pauses in breathing 5 to 30 times 
per hour or more during sleep.

Obstructive Sleep Apnea - Tounge blocks air and person stops breathing 



Hard Facts about Sleep Apnea!

One in Four Middle-aged Norwegians has (undiagnosed) Obstructive Sleep Apnea
(Population: 30,000 participants, 50% female)
Hrubos-strøm, Harald, et al. "A Norwegian population-based study on the risk and prevalence of obstructive sleep apnea The 
Akershus Sleep Apnea Project (ASAP)." Journal of sleep research 20.1pt2 (2011): 162-170.

Obstructive Sleep Apnea indues neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimers
(A secondary study)
Pan, Weihong, and Abba J. Kastin. "Can sleep apnea cause Alzheimer's disease?." Neuroscience & Biobehavioral Reviews 47 
(2014): 656-669.

Leung, Richard ST, and T. Douglas Bradley. "Sleep apnea and cardiovascular disease." 
American journal of respiratory and critical care medicine 164.12 (2001): 
2147-2165.

Sleep Apnea , Hypertension (high blood pressure), and Cardiovascular Disease are 
Interdependent

(A secondary study with many cohorts)

Gozal, David, Sandra A. Ham, and Babak Mokhlesi. "Sleep apnea and cancer: analysis of a 
nationwide population sample." Sleep 39.8 (2016): 1493-1500.

Sleep apnea is linked to pancreatic cancer, kidney cancer, and melanoma  while 
risk for colorectal, breast, and prostate cancers appeared to be reduced. 
(A retrospective study on 5.6 million individuals in the US)



CESAR: Using Complex Event Processing for Low-threshold and Non-intrusive 
Sleep Apnea Monitoring at Home

Vera Goebbel

Thomas Plagemann
Are there cheaper alternatives for mass screening?



HealthMedia 2018, October 2018, Fredrik Løberg, Vera Goebel, and Thomas Plagemann

(a) BITalino
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(b) Shimmer
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(c) RespiBAN
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(d) FLOW
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(e) NOX
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Figure 2: Example of signals from the sensors

�antifying the Signal �ality of Low-cost Respiratory E�ort Sensors for Sleep Apnea Monitoring HealthMedia 2018, October 2018,

may be used with sensors that indirectly monitor the respiratory
process as well, such as a pulse oximeter or ECG, but the duration
of the periods of disrupted breathing may need to be adjusted. For
example, a period of 10–20 seconds may not be long enough to
a�ect the SpO2 levels as much as necessary.

3 EVALUATION
In this section, we present the evaluation of the signal quality of
the four sensors in question. We start by showing some example
signals from the subjects, before we continue by presenting the
breath detection accuracy and breath amplitude accuracy. Next,
we describe our experience of integrating the air�ow signals, and
�nally, we present several takeaway points.

3.1 Signal Examples
Figure 2 presents examples of what the signals under evaluation
look like. An example from the gold standard sensor NOX is also
included for reference. Please note that all signals are standardized,
which means that the amplitudes are relative and, therefore, vary
between the signal captures.

As presented above, the signal capture procedure consists of four
actions per body position, two periods of no breathing, followed
by a period of shallow breathing, followed by a period of deep
breathing. All of these periods last for seventeen seconds and are
separated by slightly longer periods of normal breathing. Exactly
when these periods occur during the signal captures are annotated
in the examples shown in Figure 2. A common feature visible in
these examples is a deeper breath at the end of the periods of
disrupted breathing, as the subjects are gasping for air. Another
point one may notice is that the baseline of both BITalino and
RespiBAN is centered in the middle of the signal, indicating that
both of these are air�ow signals. Conversely, Shimmer, FLOW, and
NOX all produce a volume signal.

3.2 Breath Detection Accuracy
We recruited and gathered data from twelve subjects for BITalino
and Shimmer, and eleven subjects for RespiBAN and FLOW. Table 1
shows the mean score of each metric for all signals, with the best
performing signal emphasized.

The total number of real breaths for each of these signal captures
is in the range of 80–130, which means that each missing breath
results in a sensitivity loss of about 1.25–0.76%. Please note that
sensitivity alone does not directly imply that the signal is of good
quality. A large number of false breaths increases the odds of false
breaths being identi�ed as true, andmay, thus, also result in a higher
sensitivity. Whereas a large number of false breaths may increase
sensitivity, it may also make it signi�cantly more challenging to
detect epochs of disrupted breathing.

As seen in Table 1, the BITalino sensor, which is also the least
expensive one, has a clearly better sensitivity than all the other
sensors. They are not far behind, but none of them even reach
99% or more, while all abdominal signals from BITalino do. The
missing real breaths of the sensors are often caused by the shallow
breaths being buried in noise. This is sometimes caused by the
breath amplitudes being too low in general (low signal-to-noise
ratio), which buries even the normal breaths in noise. One may

Sensitivity PPV WAPE

BITalino
(abdomen, supine)

99.61% 96.28% 13.82%

BITalino
(abdomen, side)

99.16% 93.83% 16.51%

BITalino
(thorax, supine)

97.47% 94.69% 20.60%

BITalino
(thorax, side)

97.81% 92.24% 22.36%

BITalino
(sum, supine)

99.48% 96.44% 14.28%

BITalino
(sum, side)

99.29% 94.71% 16.51%

Shimmer
(thorax, supine)

98.53% 96.58% 16.89%

Shimmer
(thorax, side)

97.30% 97.55% 21.37%

RespiBAN
(abdomen, supine)

98.41% 90.81% 13.60%

RespiBAN
(abdomen, side)

98.88% 86.64% 14.65%

FLOW
(abdomen, supine)

98.91% 98.81% 8.75%

FLOW
(abdomen, side)

98.22% 99.16% 9.61%

Table 1: Overview of the mean metric scores of the signals

notice that the sensitivity is better in the supine position for most
of the signals. All in all, the sensitivity is rather good for all sensors.

Next is the positive predictive value (PPV). Unlike sensitivity,
the PPV does not decrease linearly as false breaths are added to a
signal because the number of false breaths is a part of the denomi-
nator rather than the numerator. The lower the PPV, the more false
breaths are present.

From the PPV, we can see that the good sensitivity of BITalino
is actually caused by it being over-sensitive, resulting in many
false breaths. These false breaths are mostly present during the
periods of disrupted breathing, while also sometimes during normal
breathing. For Shimmer and FLOW, the PPV and sensitivity are
somewhat balanced. One may notice the PPV of RespiBAN, which
is the poorest score of these sensors, despite RespiBAN being the
most expensive sensor. The problem with RespiBAN is not during
breathing, but that it simply cannot �atline, resulting in many false
breaths during the simulated apneic events.

3.3 Breath Amplitude Accuracy
The weighted absolute percentage error (WAPE) metric calculates
the error (or distance), which means that the lower the metric score,
the higher the accuracy, I.e., lower is better. One must note that the
result of entirely random data for this metric is 50%, which means

Comparison with NOX (medical grade device 
costing 7000 EUR vs. FLOW 200 EUR)

Løberg, Goebel, Plagemann, Quantifying the Signal Quality of Low-cost Respiratory Effort
Sensors for Sleep Apnea Monitoring, HealthMedia 2018, October 2018



On-going work: Machine learning to 
detect sleep apnea

Gullestad study: Data from a cohort of 700 people 
(experiment and control group) is being collected using 
FLOW at Rikshospitalet.



Breathing while performing



Njål Sparbo Ellen Bodteker







Mirror neurons are essential for imitation which is key in 
the learning process. ...Mirror neurons are also important in 

planning our actions as well as understanding intentions 
behind actions.









Breathing in cyclical sports



Can we calculate respiratory flow in litres/
m from chest expansion and contraction?



Subjects



Calculation



Simple model of the lung



Calculation DouglasBags



Calculation BreathZpot



Calculation Variants



Overview of evaluated Data



Distribution of Breaths



Accuracy I



Accuracy II



Mean Error



Comparison of RMV of DB and BZ



Bland-Atlman-Plot



Comparison Incremental Tests



Comparison Submaximal Tests



Accuracy - MovingAverageFilter



Mean Error - MovingAverageFilter



Detail of Incremental Tests



Detail of Submaximal Tests



Results NIH-Data (raw vs. filtered)

• mean error of 12.4%/7.1% 
• 82%/94% of all breath with max. error of 

20%



Measuring breathing technique in rowing

Exhale at finish

Automatic breath 
during recovery

Exhale at finish

Voluntary inhale 
and breath hold

Breathing pattern in the Stroke Cycle



Breathing in extreme conditions





Mount Kilimanjaro in shorts

http://explore.wimhofmethod.com/wp-content/uploads/
ebook-the-wim-hof-method-explained-EN.pdf
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